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1. OVERVIEW
We present a novel “biological” approach to define and evolve

3D art forms. The work combines a re-implementation of theFor-
mGrow system of Todd and Latham [1] with an external source to
define the shapes: DNA sequences.FormGrow is a “virtual ma-
chine” producing 3D computer art forms or designs. It embodies
the particular “organic” aesthetics favored by Latham together with
a “shape grammar” made of primitives,e.g., horn-like structures,
transforms or assembly rules, and a number of parameters encod-
ing, e.g., color, scale or texture. We have re-visited theFormGrow
system of Latham and Todd and brought it back to life in a mod-
ern implementation taking advantage of standard graphics libraries
and portable coding. The main emphasis here however is on how
we are bringing this system closer to the realm of biology.

Real DNA data, in the form of nucleotide sequences, is trans-
formed via a series of tables we have empirically designed tobe-
come readable byFormGrow. These tables process nucleotides as
“codon” triplets of data as would ribosomes in a live cell. No-
tions of “start,” “stop,” and “junk” DNA code are also embedded
in our system. We explore the application of our novel method
to generate 3D organic art forms in the visualisation of particular
genetic defects,e.g., sickle cell anaemia mutation. Using appro-
priately designed transformation tables, this subtle mutation can be
“visualised” in a striking manner.

Our motivation for re-visiting Latham and Todd’s work is that
it is a powerful system which offers the possibility of generat-
ing organic-like shapes and which from its origins was meantas
a metaphor to nature’s way of evolving forms. In re-visitingthis
work, on the one hand we bring up-to-date the technology devel-
oped in [1] in the context of recent advances in graphics and com-
putational geometry, and on the other hand we bring it much closer
to biology via the recent advances made in understanding thework-
ing of nature in the fields of genomics and proteomics.

2. USE OF DNA IN FORMGROW
The DNA, a very long string of nucleotides, of a given organism

can be said to fundamentally specify its unique shape. On a lower
level, DNA encodes proteins, and it is these proteins that constitute
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the body’s key builders and building blocks. A protein is also a
string of simpler molecules: the amino acids. There are twenty
types of amino acid and only four types of nucleotide, and the
DNA translation mechanism looks at these nucleotides in groups
of three, triplets called “codons.” Every codon translatesto a sin-
gle amino acid, and working down the chain of DNA generates the
corresponding chain of amino acids, so yielding a protein.

Following this model, we created an analogous translation sys-
tem to convert DNA sequences intoFormGrow code. At a coarse
level, FormGrow code can be viewed as a series of function calls,
with each function requiring a small number of arguments (this
number varies from 0 to 3 depending on the particular function). So
we created 2 translation tables: the “transform table,” which trans-
lates from codons to transformational functions; and the “number
table,” which translates from codons to numerical arguments (inte-
gers in the range 0 to 63). Given our input sequence, we translate
the first codon into a function using the transform table, andthen
generate numerical arguments for that function by translating the
following codons into numbers, using the number table. Oncewe
have sufficient arguments, we return to the transform table to gener-
ate our next function, and so the cycle continues. Finally werender
the generatedFormGrow code to produce a 3D shape.

It is interesting to note some similarities between nature’s trans-
lation method and ours. In the original translation table there is
a “start” codon which signals that a new protein is being specified.
Likewise, in our transform table, the “add horn” transform flags the
beginning of a new shape. The “stop” codon is also mirrored inour
system. A side effect of adopting the “start” and “stop” mechanism
is that we end up with large sections of “junk code,”i.e., code which
generates no proteins or shapes because it lies in a non-coding sec-
tion of the sequence. By changing the layout of the transformtable
we could affect the proportion of junk code produced. We exper-
imented with producing a few different iterations of the transform
table in order to get a balance of functions that would produce an
interesting variety of shapes.

Could this methodology have more direct and short-term scien-
tific applications as well? While our shapes bear no resemblance
to the proteins that the genes encode, they are still being driven by
the same initial DNA sequences. So it is possible that we could
use our system as a visualisation tool. Additionally, our system
is deterministic; thus, given a sequence and transform table set,
the same shape will result every time. However, we have not yet
implemented metrics to relate large (nucleotide) changes to cause
proportionally large changes in the resulting shapes. Thisis one of
our next avenues of exploration.
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